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Chapter 1001 

Levi wouldn’t allow anyone to question anything he said. 

Nevertheless, Yale, Jayden, and everyone else present was startled. 

Lyndsay immediately asked, “Levi, who are you to bar us from entering?” 

How dare he bar us from entering even when we’re not stopping him from going in? 

Jayden then said, “Mr. Freeman, you’re the person in charge of the project. Can he actually bar us from 

entering? I mean, shouldn’t you be in charge of everything here?” 

Yale glanced at Levi before he replied, “You’re right. Mr. Garrison, I think there’s been some 

misunderstanding. Since you’re only a tender, I’m afraid you can’t bar anyone from entering.” 

“What I say goes! Your word means nothing against mine!” 

Levi entered the hall as soon as he finished speaking. 

Unperturbed by his outburst, Jayden, Lyndsay, and the rest began to head into the hall but were all 

stopped by Kirin. 

“All of you are not allowed to enter!” 

“What if we want to go in anyway?” Jayden retorted. 

“Restrain them!” 

few personnel came up and 

have the chance to participate in 

wasn’t difficult to guess the outcome – Morris Group had 

the people in the hall dared not to 

they couldn’t do anything until the tender event 

is even more overbearing 

buy ourselves time, at the very 

bar us from 

wait! We will never let off for this!” Jayden yelled and glared at 

I am, 

settling all of her matters, and Iris 

ruthless enough compared to 

to every possible means to achieve their missions, no matter any lives 



the project – her plan 

families will continue to belittle me. In that case, will they 

a 

moment, Iris came to her office and handed a document 

flipping through the document, Zoey was puzzled. “Oh? 

from entering the tender event? How could you have obtained the project?” Zoey couldn’t figure out 

what 

to the event. However, the boss successfully obtained the 

We got this project because 

Chapter 1002 

Exactly a month later, the bridal chamber that Levi designed was completed. 

It’s time to give Zoey a perfect wedding. 

To him, their wedding will be perfect as long as his mother, sister, and brother attended it. 

He vowed to tell Zoey the truth about who he really was on their wedding day. 

I want to tell her about the truth by myself. I want her to know that her husband is Erudia’s God of War! 

Then, I will hold her hand and overlook the world like an emperor with his empress! 

“We should also make early preparation to get pregnant before our wedding!” Zoey added bashfully. 

“Certainly. In that case, we shouldn’t go home today!” Levi put on a sly smile. 

“Sounds good.” 

Levi and Zoey didn’t return to their homes that night. 

After a night of intimacy, both of them grew to cherish each other more. 

The two of them were finally together after going through ups and down for ten years. 

From that moment onwards, no one would be able to separate them from each other. 

to build a family of 

Zoey the next day, the former stated curiously, “Zoey, something seems 

What’s different about me?” the other woman asked while her face 

but you seem to 

Zoey lower her 

the wedding date, I’m sure you both plan to have 



“Iris, you should get a boyfriend as soon as possible. Aren’t you fond of the boss? Just court him 

“What?” 

aback upon hearing 

but he’s Levi! How 

isn’t single.” Iris flashed 

did he get a girlfriend so soon?” Zoey asked, 

very fast. Speaking of which, aren’t you going to 

wildfire. Soon, everyone in the company had heard the news of Zoey and 

was piqued when she saw how 

so excited about it? Is Levi really a respected figure 

all, Zoey used to hear complaints about Levi all 

It’s strange… 

family caught wind 

“What?” 

Garrison has been fixed? As her grandpa 

shocked upon hearing about the 

about it either…” 

Chapter 1003 

Meredith, Robert, and Harry were all exasperated. 

Meanwhile, Zoey’s parents were indignant at the sudden news. 

Immediately, they called Zoey and asked, “We heard you have decided on your wedding date. Is that 

true?” 

To which their daughter replied composedly, “It’s true, I’ve discussed it with Levi. I was planning to give 

you a call to inform you tonight.” 

“Why have you not discussed your wedding date with us? Do you even treat us as your parents? Do you 

even respect the elders in the Lopez and Black families?” 

“Are you planning to ditch your mother? Oh right, I guess Levi’s mother is your new mother now. In that 

case, who am I to you?” Caitlyn scowled, almost smashing the phone out of anger. 

Zoey hurriedly explained, “Mom, I’m already an adult. I can make my own decisions now. I’ll discuss 

certain things with you all when it’s necessary. However, I can make most decisions on my own.” 



“Since marriage is a life-changing event, how can you decide on it all by yourself? Besides, all of us don’t 

agree to your marriage to Levi Garrison again!” 

Caitlyn continued on without listening to her daughter, “Also, why don’t you listen to your grandpa and 

grandma? They will gladly arrange your marriage for you!” 

you decide everything for me? I understand that you’re afraid of Grandpa and Grandma, but they hold 

no authority over me. Besides, I 

possible to discuss with us! If you don’t home, Grandpa and Grandma will look for you 

and Levi had no choice but to go to 

the meeting room; everyone had on 

“Kneel!” Meredith commanded coldly. 

you mean by 

Both of you have 

should we kneel? You must at least give us a reason,” 

your marriage all on your own? You even decided on the wedding date without consulting all of 

trembled 

explained smilingly, “I can make my own decisions. I don’t have to trouble all of you about this trivial 

matter. On that 

Did we agree on such an arrangement?” 

it straight – Any decisions about my wedding have to 

only when 

can’t tell me 

soon as she finished, Zoey threw a document 

God Of War Pinnacle 

Chapter 1004 

Immediately, the rest added, “That’s right. The grand wedding will certainly become a popular topic 

among the people in the entire South. Won’t we be embarrassed if his mother attends the wedding?” 

“Exactly. We mean no offense, but both the Lopez and Black families have to maintain our reputations!” 

Harry agreed. 

“Look, Zoey. Everyone agrees to the condition I’ve set!” A triumphant smile appeared on Meredith’s 

face. 

Aaron suddenly interjected, “As your father, I have to list down some conditions too!” 



“What?” 

Everyone looked at Aaron in bewilderment. 

“Your marriage is unavoidable because you two have already become husband and wife. So, I will agree 

to it. However, Levi has to marry into our family!” the man commanded coldly. 

“Marry into your family?” Levi was stunned by his demand. 

How can I, the God of War, marry into someone’s family? 

same time, 

marry into 

family if you want to marry my daughter. It’s not easy to 

our family, you will have to change your last name to Lopez. From now on, you’re 

marrying into the Lopez family, you must follow all rules set by the Lopez family without protest. I don’t 

want to hear a 

family. You’ll have to 

to say a word on important occasions, such as our family meetings. 

out ten extremely harsh rules 

him up almost instantly. “Sounds great! Aaron has come up with many good ideas. You’re to marry into 

our family. Also, you will have to follow all the rules from that day onward. Otherwise, 

so much wealth now. They believed that Levi should not be allowed to marry her so 

for other ways to make 

wealthy, so they feel embarrassed 

the negative impact on Zoey and the Lopez and Black families by having Levi marry 

bow before the head of the Lopez family in 

Levi is marrying into the Lopez family. The Black family agrees to this suggestion!” Meredith and Robert 

fully supported the idea in 

Chapter 1005 

Zoey wished that Levi would pretend to agree to the conditions to avoid any trouble. 

She was ready to deal with the problems afterward once he pretended to agree. 

She made a promise to herself – she would not make Levi embarrassed. 

As such, the man definitely wouldn’t have to obey the rules. 



“Of course I don’t agree! It’s still acceptable if you only want me to marry into your family. But to make 

me change my last name? No way! I’m Levi Garrison for the rest of my life, and no one can ever change 

my last name!” Levi retorted coldly. 

My mother gave me this name. No one can ever change it! 

Everyone was startled at how Levi sounded so resolute. 

“In that case, are you also saying you don’t want to marry Zoey?” Meredith asked immediately. 

“I certainly want to marry her!” Levi replied smilingly. 

“Marry into our family if you want to marry her then. Otherwise, the marriage is out of the question!” 

Aaron firmly stated. 

“Let me get this straight. Firstly, I’m going to marry Zoey. Secondly, I won’t change my last name nor 

marry into your family. Thirdly, my mother must attend our wedding.” 

– he didn’t 

members of the Lopez and Black 

to us in such a 

speak here? Are you aware of who you are? Zoey is worth about a hundred billion. Do you think you 

really deserve 

all, Zoey was way out of Levi’s league in 

the two were from two different worlds and not meant to be 

family had felt that it was a 

was practically identical to the one in the movie Beauty and 

Levi put on a smile and asserted, “To tell you the truth, I do 

Zoey’s heart. It was as if the high-spirited Levi 

that everything the man was about to 

Levi explaining that they were a good 

the Jones family’s grandson, he 

deep in her heart, she also hoped that Levi could be as successful 

his success and be as powerful 

“You deserve her? Hahaha…” 

in the room burst out in 

you possibly deserve her? Zoey is way more successful than you! You don’t even deserve to be a maid 



be with her? Are you kidding us? Levi, do you 

stared at Levi like 

Chapter 1006 

“A secret?” 

All of them were startled at first, but they soon glanced at him curiously. 

Zoey looked at Levi curiously. Does he have a secret? 

Levi said smilingly, “I actually wasn’t in jail for the past six years!” 

Indeed, this was a startling revelation to everyone in the hall. 

All of them looked at him in disbelief; they used to think Levi had been imprisoned for six years. 

However, it turned out that they were very, very wrong. 

Stunned and surprised, everyone wondered what had actually transpired. 

Meanwhile, Zoey was more flabbergasted than the rest. 

No wonder they didn’t allow me to visit him three months after he supposedly went into jail. 

She hadn’t visited Levi in prison for several consecutive years because she had not been allowed to 

enter. 

couldn’t see Levi because he wasn’t even in 

You weren’t in prison?” Aaron’s teeth 

found out that I had been framed by the Garrison family and their dirty 

who was equally shocked by his revelation, asked sobbingly, “Where 

everyone in the room had 

Levi wasn’t in prison for the past six 

his gaze toward Zoey and replied lovingly, “I can’t tell you right now. I’m only planning to reveal it to you 

on our wedding 

for a moment and added, “But I can promise you that I deserve to be with you. I can give you everything 

you desire! I will make you the happiest woman who 

rush of excitement washed over Zoey when 

Levi will 

look forward to their wedding more 

speak so firmly, everyone stopped ridiculing him and began to take what 

identity, none of you will dare impose any rules on me! Wait and see during our 



wait until the wedding to find out who you really are. I’ll withdraw the rules I’ve set 

make life difficult for you in the future 

members began to threaten 

the Black family’s manor, Zoey asked in a low voice, “Did you really tell them the truth 

true! I was never jailed!” Levi replied with a grin 

until 

Chapter 1007 

Time flew by, and Zoey and Levi had stayed in the hotel for many days. 

After more than ten days, Zoey suddenly said to him, “My period hasn’t…” 

“Oh? Really?” Levi asked excitedly. 

“I’ll go to the hospital to do a pregnancy test later. Sylas will join me, so you don’t have to come with 

me,” she said. 

Actually, Zoey had already secretly taken a pregnancy test at home; she knew she was pregnant. 

Nevertheless, she would be relieved only after she went through the proper pregnancy test in the 

hospital. 

“Okay, I’ll wait for your good news then!” 

Levi actually wished to go along with her. However, after giving it a thought, he felt that it was better to 

wait for her news because he was too nervous. 

Zoey and Sylas soon arrived at the hospital for a pregnancy test in the afternoon. 

“Why do I feel like someone is following us?” 

Sylas instinctively felt something unusual in the air, but the woman didn’t manage to notice anything out 

of place when she turned around. 

There was no one behind them, save for a few patients who wore face masks passing by. 

“Sylas, you’re being oversensitive.” 

the 

of waiting, the test result was out 

pregnant!” the 

going to have a baby 

rushed back to 

as she was about to share the good news with Levi and Iris, her secretary came up to her and said 



on?” Zoey asked, totally 

secretary pushed a notebook in 

content and 

Star Group Zoey Lopes is 

going on? How on earth did the media get the news and reveal it right after we 

Zoey’s heart sank. 

knew that someone wanted to 

Someone 

figure, 

it was no surprise when the news of her pregnancy immediately became 

after this newspaper revealed the news, hundreds of newspapers 

became the hottest 

different regions in the South was aware 

Chapter 1008 

The media were still trying to find out who the father was. 

Soon, the secret would come to light. 

Even the paparazzi and private detectives were also investigating this case in secret. 

With that, Zoey’s pregnancy became the talk of the town. 

Who is the father of her child? 

Boom! 

Upon reading the news in the media, Zoey was thunderstruck. Her face instantly turned pale. 

Sylas exploded. “Someone is trying to stir up trouble!” 

We all know Zoey well! 

Yes, she’s pregnant, and without a doubt, the child she carries is Levi’s! 

What’s with all these rumors? 

the mastermind was, but it was too late for her to control the damage 

news, 

We’re surrounded by journalists and paparazzi! They must have come for you. The office is not a safe 

place for you anymore. You got 



right. I’ll find a place to 

building without being 

shelter in the company’s condominium, but by the time they arrived, members of the press were 

already waiting for them at 

either. I’m sure there will be people 

to 

Zoey to 

when Sylas was about to drive into her 

them!” A group of paparazzi started snapping photos 

had successfully entered the building, Damon 

into hiding, but I need you to sign a few documents 

Damon sounded anxious. 

Come and find 

paparazzi of the bunch, shouted, “Look! Here 

the private 

all gathered here 

convinced that the information they received 

parked right in front of 

God Of War Pinnacle 

Chapter 1009 

“We’ve got updates on the man! His name is Damon Trudon, the vice president of Oriental Star Group, 

and he’s Zoey’s right-hand man. He’s thirty-nine years old and a father to two kids!” 

One of the men burst out laughing. 

Ebone sneered, “Useless woman. She must have been having an affair with this man for quite some time 

now, and she’s even pregnant with his child!” 

“Shame on her! How could she hook up with a married man who already has two kids?” 

“Let’s expose her! Everyone should know what kind of woman she is!” 

The paparazzi were very excited. 

Ebone let out a cold snort. “Zoey Lopez is doomed!” 

He had not been so ecstatic in years. 



Not only could he make a quick buck out of this scandal, but he could also destroy someone who sat on 

top of the social pyramid. 

What a great feeling! 

had passed when the media released the groundbreaking news simultaneously. 

the man 

him: Damon Trudon is Zoey Lopez’s vice president. They have been working closely for the past six 

months and have spent a lot of time together. Not only is Damon thirty-nine years old, but he is also a 

father to 

Zoey was a 

published quite a number of photos and videos 

and videos that showed Damon and Zoey walking into 

Damon and Zoey entered a hotel at about the same time. They even included a list of items both of 

them spent 

then went on to explain how Zoey went into hiding and had a private meeting with Damon in a 

condominium. They also included a video of Damon walking into the building with a cap 

a body checkup at a hospital this morning. The same 

impression that 

she could deny their relationship as he accompanied 

Zoey was utterly dumbfounded. 

apparent that Damon was involved in this scheme, and 

just an excuse for 

Chapter 1010 

There was no way they could escape from the building anymore. 

“What do we do now?” Sylas asked. 

“I’ll give Levi a call.” 

She got through to Levi on the phone. “Darling, something terrible happened!” 

Levi did not know what was going on as he was still at home. “What is it?” 

When Levi checked his phone, he was stunned by what he read. 

Did all this happen in just one morning? 

“Where are you? I’ll go and get you now!” 



Levi sped to Sylas’ condominium and noticed that a large group of paparazzi and journalists were 

swarming into the building. 

Hence, he immediately called Azure Dragon, who then came and expelled the crowd. 

Levi finally managed to enter the building and find Zoey. He then brought her to the Warzone 

compound. 

him, that was the safest place for 

the fact that Zoey went into hiding caused 

Black family’s manor, Meredith got 

not the father of Zoey’s baby? The baby belongs to another married 

had not been easy for Meredith to accept that Zoey 

this rumor further fueled 

to sit quietly and watch this 

could you 

immediately defended their 

there’s all this evidence against her! How do you expect me to trust 

might be fake, but most of them are real! Even the guy involved 

I don’t even have the courage 

disgrace to the Lopez and Black 

her a slap if she dares to step 

… 

what you say, but I have faith in my daughter. She must 

journalists gathered in front of the office building that Morris Group and Oriental Star 

Sinsler, another vice president of Oriental Star Group, addressed the matter before the media, “On 

behalf of Oriental Star Group, I apologize for the problems caused, and we’ll take full responsibility for 


